GLS Curriculum Fall 2014 (As of June 10, 2014– Subject to Change)

**ARTS**

*Survey of Jazz Styles*
Noah Baerman, jazz pianist and director of Wesleyan Jazz Ensemble

*Sumi-e Painting*
Keiji Shinohara, artist-in-residence in art and East Asian studies

*Connecticut State Parks: A Collaborative Photographic Project*
Marion Belanger, photographer, recent John Simon Guggenheim fellow

**HUMS**

*The Armchair Adventurer: Popular and Literary Fiction at the Turn of the Twentieth Century*
Stephanie Weiner, professor of English

*Place, Character and Design*
Anne Greene, adjunct professor of English

Let Your Voice Resound: A Creative Nonfiction Writing Workshop
Rachel Basch, author

**MTHS**

*(no math course for fall 2014)*

**SCIE**

*The Dark Side of the Universe*
Edward Moran, associate professor of astronomy

*The Dynamics of Character (Crosslist)*
Noel Garrett, director of the Academic Resource Center at Connecticut College

**SOCS**

*The Dynamics of Character (Crosslist)*
Noel Garrett, director of the Academic Resource Center at Connecticut College

*International Organization in the Modern Age*
Giulio Gallarotti, professor of government

*Farming in America*
Amrys Williams, visiting assistant professor of history

*Culture and Learning: Applying Social Sciences within Education*
Jason Simms, Academic Computer Manager for Social Sciences, Research Affiliate in Anthropology

GLS Curriculum Spring 2015 (As of June 10, 2014– Subject to Change)

**ARTS**

*Rock and R&B*
Eric Charry, professor of music
Japanese Woodblock Printmaking
Keiji Shinohara, artist-in-residence in art and East Asian studies

Strictly Abstract Drawing
Peter Waite, artist and former Guggenheim fellow

Contemporary Art
Jeffrey Stuker, lecturer and critic at Yale University

HUMS

Childhood in America
Indira Karamcheti, associate professor of English

Distinguished Writers/New Voices
Anne Greene, adjunct professor of English

Crossing Genres/Hybrid Poetry: An Immersive Writing Workshop
Martine Bellen, poet, resident at Rockefeller Foundation, contributing editor of Conjunctions

MTHS

Applied Data Analysis (crosslist)
Lisa Dierker, professor of Psychology

SCIE

Applied Data Analysis (crosslist)
Lisa Dierker, professor of Psychology

Emotions, Motivation, and Development (crosslist)
William Arsenio, professor of Psychology at Ferkauf Graduate School of Psychology

Life Among Snow and Ice
Geoffrey Hammerson, research zoologist at NatureServe

SOCS

Applied Data Analysis (crosslist)
Lisa Dierker, professor of Psychology

Emotions, Motivation, and Development (crosslist)
William Arsenio, professor of Psychology at Ferkauf Graduate School of Psychology

The American Constitutional Order
John Finn, professor of government

War and Society
Peter Rutland, professor of government

The Crusades and the Crusading Ideals
Gary Shaw, professor of history